Abstract. We revisit the definitions of preimage resistance, focussing on the question of finding a definition that is simple enough to prove security against, yet flexible enough to be of use for most applications. We give an in-depth analysis of existing preimage resistance notions, introduce several new notions, and establish relations and separations between the known and new preimage notions. This establishes a clear separation between domain-oriented and range-oriented preimage resistance notions. For the former an element is chosen from the domain and hashed to form the target digest; for the latter the target digest is chosen directly from the range. In particular, we show that Rogaway and Shrimpton's notion of everywhere preimage resistance on its own is less powerful than previously thought. However, we prove that in conjunction with collision resistance, everywhere preimage resistance implies 'ordinary' (domain-based) preimage resistance. We show the implications of our result for iterated hash functions and hash chains, where the latter is related to the Winternitz one-time signature scheme.
Introduction
This paper sheds fresh light on an old topic, namely how to define the basic security properties of cryptographic hash functions. Traditionally, three notions are most often considered: collision resistance, preimage resistance, and second-preimage resistance [14] . A major step towards formal notions was made by Rogaway and Shrimpton [18] , who pointed out that the informality usually encountered can be problematic. For instance, it is well-known that collision resistance for unkeyed hash functions is difficult to formalize: an adversary could have a collision for the hash function hard coded in its program. Hence the need for keyed hash functions and a definition of preimage resistance that takes keying into account (where the keys are always publicly known).
But should preimage resistance hold for all keys, or just for randomly chosen ones? And how is the challenge digest chosen? Rogaway and Shrimpton opted for two different alternatives: the 'strong' notion requires that finding preimages should be hard for all points in the codomain, whereas for the 'weaker' notion a point is chosen uniformly at random from (a subset of) the domain, hashed, and the resulting digest is the challenge to the adversary (who also gets to see the key). With this notion of a random digest, the following three notions are considered:
preimage resistance Both key and challenge digest are random.
everywhere -All challenge digests should be hard to invert under a random key. always -For all keys, a random challenge digest should be hard to invert.
In total, Rogaway and Shrimpton present 7 security notions for a hash function (1 collision resistance, 3 preimage resistance and 3 second-preimage resistance) and examine the relations between the various notions. The framework thus set up has proved immensely fertile.
For many applications, such as password file hashing, (one-time) digital signatures, key derivation, pseudorandom number generation, etc. an element in the domain is somehow generated (as part of a protocol) and subsequently it needs to be hashed in a preimage-resistant fashion. We will refer to this as domain-oriented preimage resistance. However, different protocols will be based on different distributions. For instance, when passwords are being hashed, it is unrealistic to expect a uniform distribution over the passwords [22] and for Winternitz's one-time signature scheme [13] the use of hash chains means that elements are hashed repeatedly! Consequently, it is unclear for which distribution or perhaps even distributions (over the domain) the hash function should be proven secure: a notion of preimage resistance is desired that implies all the others. The notion of everywhere preimage resistance was originally believed to serve this purpose. The idea behind it is that the hash function should be preimage resistant for all, possibly induced, distributions on the digest. Indeed, Rogaway and Shrimpton [18, Proposition 6, (6) ] claim that everywhere preimage resistance implies (domain-oriented) preimage resistance, but refrain from giving a proof since "the implication is straightforward" and "can easily be verified." The notion has also been used directly, for instance a positive result has been obtained by Neven et al. [15] , who relate the security of efficient Schnorr signatures with compact group representations (such as elliptic curves) to the underlying everywhere preimage security of the hash function.
When designing a hash function it is therefore natural to restrict to proving everywhere preimage resistance and conclude this suffices for other notions of preimage resistance as well. Indeed, this approach has been adopted by the MD6 hash function team [17] and the revisiting of the PGV/BRS hash functions by Stam [21] (here Black et al. [4] already showed security with respect to other notions of preimage resistance, cf. [5] ). Unfortunately, as we will show, the claim that everywhere preimage resistance implies the practitioner's variety is incorrect. The (contrived) hash function H K (X) = K is unconditionally everywhere preimage resistant but fails to be meaningfully preimage resistant. It is this simple observation that has prompted this work: a renewed quest for the 'right' notion of preimage resistance.
Our contribution. As Rogaway himself puts it [19, 15] , "Definitions emerge, change, and die more than people think." In this paper we revisit the classic definitions of Rogaway and Shrimpton, where our focus will be on determining a notion of preimage security for keyed hash functions that is simple enough to prove security against, yet flexible enough to be of use for most applications.
To reflect the two basic possibilities of selecting target digests-letting it be induced from a distribution over the domain of the hash function, or picking it directly from a distribution over its codomain-we introduce some new terminology in Section 3. In the first scenario, we will speak of a domain-oriented notion; this also includes a generalization of always preimage resistance. In the second scenario, we speak of a range-oriented notion, which includes everywhere preimage resistance.
As already mentioned, we will allow arbitrary distributions (of finite support) to generate the challenge digest, instead of only equidistributed bitstrings of a given length as in the original [18] . Moreover, for all notions we will impose the same interface on the adversary. This minor change in the syntax of the various preimage-resistance definitions compared to Rogaway and Shrimpton allows us, for a single adversary, to discuss the preimage-finding advantage relative to any of the notions. In Section 4 we couple this with a new description of the preimage-finding advantages in terms of matrices in order to prove implications between notions by simple linear algebra. Here we also include several new notions of preimages resistance to make our reexamination as comprehensive as possible. However, the aforementioned counterexample H K (X) = K (which is unconditionally everywhere preimage resistant) serves to show that everywhere preimage resistance does not imply any meaningful form of domain-oriented preimage resistance. Section 5 is devoted to this and other separations to explore the relationship between domainoriented preimage resistance and range-oriented preimage resistance.
Our main contribution (Section 6) is a restoration of everywhere preimage resistance as the notion. We prove that if a hash function is both collision resistant and everywhere preimage resistant, then it is also domain-oriented preimage resistant, with the obvious caveat that the distribution over the domain needs to have sufficient entropy (more precisely, we require the Rényi 2 -entropy of the input to be significantly higher than the output bitlength of the hash function).
Of course, it was already known that-for sufficiently compressing functionscollision resistance implies preimage resistance [18] , but this is a result of limited use. For instance, if a hash function outputs n bits, this (old) implication cannot guarantee preimage resistance beyond collision resistance. Put concretely, this approach cannot prove preimage resistance beyond O 2 n/2 due to the birthday bound. In contrast, our result shows that when you combine collision and everywhere preimage resistance, much stronger claims are possible. Indeed, if both collision and everywhere preimage resistance are optimal, we can claim near optimal domain-oriented preimage resistance, so up to O(2 n ) hash function calls. We stress that our bound does have a loss getting there: the advantage against domain-oriented preimage resistance is roughly upper bounded by the square root of the advantage against everywhere preimage resistance.
In Section 7 we investigate the implications of our results for the security of iterated hash functions. This unearths an hitherto unsuspected symbiosis between collision resistance and everywhere preimage resistance. It was already known that the plain Merkle-Damgård iteration (so without length strengthening) preserves collision resistance provided it is hard to find a preimage for the initial vector. But the latter is implied by everywhere preimage resistance, so here everywhere preimage resistance aids collision resistance. On the other hand, for our new result it is just the other way around, with collision resistance lending a helping hand to preimage resistance.
Contrary to domain-oriented notions, everywhere preimage resistance itself is preserved rather easily by an iterative hash function [1] . In fact, we will introduce the concept of dominance-a strong form of property preservation-and show that everywhere preimage resistance is dominant, meaning that everywhere preimage resistance of the full iterated hash function is inherited from only the last call in the iteration. (If that one is everywhere preimage resistant, then so is the entire hash function.) This allows us to conclude that if a compression function is collision resistant and the last (possibly distinct) call is collision resistant and everywhere preimage resistant, the full iterated hash function (strengthened or not), has excellent preimage resistance for all input distributions of sufficient Rényi 2 -entropy.
With only minor modifications, our results apply to hash chains as well, where typically a modified version of preimage resistance is used. Informally, given K and Y = H n K (X) it should be hard to come up with X such that H 1 K (X ) = Y (where the superscripts denote repeated application). Hash chains are used for instance in Winternitz's one-time signature scheme [13] . It turns out that this modified version of preimage resistance is also implied by a combination of collision and everywhere preimage resistance. Previously [9, 12] it was only known how to prove the Winternitz scheme secure with the additional property of 'undetectability' (essentially the property a pseudorandom generator has, but without imposing expansion) or using a non-standard property called quasi-inversion [10] .
It should be noted that our results (Theorems 14 and 19) are stated in the standard model with a crucial reliance on the hash function being keyed, where the keying is needed to give formal meaning to both notions used (everywhere preimage resistance and collision resistance). This begs the question what can be said about practical, unkeyed hash functions (for instance in the context of the SHA-3 competition). While collision resistance still has informal meaning (cf. Rogaway's human ignorance approach [20] ), there seems no natural interpretation of everywhere preimage resistance for fixed-key hash functions. Fortunately, when we consider fixed-key hash functions in the ideal (or unpredictable) cipher model, the random choice of the blockcipher can, to some extent, be regarded as taking on the role of the key. As our results also apply to these oracle-based models, we can still derive meaningful results for many fixed-key hash functions (albeit no longer in the standard model). Indeed, we often use examples based on the ideal cipher model to illustrate our theorems. The main reason is that proofs in the ideal cipher model are the richest source of concrete bounds on collision and everywhere preimage resistance, as needed for the application of our theorems.
Finally, Rogaway and Shrimpton [18] also discuss the relationship between preimage resistance and the other two standard notions of collision resistance and secondpreimage resistance. Since second-preimage definitions are intrinsically domain-oriented, for these everywhere second-preimage resistance does imply the other notions.
Preliminaries
Hash functions. We consider keyed hash functions, that is a mapping H : K × X → Y for finite sets K, X , and Y. Given the finite set K, we write K $ ← K for sampling uniformly at random: for all k ∈ K it holds that Pr [K = k] = |K| −1 . For (finite) set X , we will use X to denote a random variable over that set and we use p = (p x ) x∈X for its distribution. In particular, if X $ ← p then for all x ∈ X we have that Pr [X = x] = p x . The set Y, random variable Y and distribution q have a similar relationship. Let u denote a uniform distribution (either over X or Y, depending on the context). In some cases it can be useful to allow an infinite, yet countable X (or even Y), in this case we require the support of p (resp. q), i.e. the set of x ∈ X for which p x > 0, to be finite.
A distinction can be made between standard model hash functions and hash functions based on primitive, such as a blockcipher, that is later modelled as ideal in a proof. If we let Block(κ, n) denote the set of all blockciphers with κ-bit key and operating on n-bit blocks (for positive integers κ and n) then a blockcipher-based hash function is a mapping H : Block(κ, n) × X → Y given by a program that, given x ∈ X , computes H E (x) via access to an oracle E ∈ Block(κ, n) modelling an (ideal) blockcipher (here we use the convention to write oracles that are provided to an algorithm as superscripts). Essentially, K = Block(κ, n) and the blockcipher takes on the role of key. However, given its long description length, it is never spelled out explicitly and only ever used in a black-box manner.
Attacks and adversaries. An adversary is an algorithm that has to break some welldefined property of the hash function. Typically the adversary consumes resources (time, space, queries). Our convention will be that, for standard model hash functions, the only resource that counts is the runtime of the algorithm, when run on a universal machine. If the hash function is based on an idealized primitive, it is customary to consider information-theoretic adversaries only. Information-theoretic adversaries are computationally unbounded and their complexity is measured only by the number of queries made to their oracles. Hence, in this case we will count the number of queries, denoted q, as resource (instead of time).
For hash function H, property xxx and adversary A the advantage is denoted Adv xxx H (A). The advantage will always be a real number between 0 and 1 (where 0 is ultimate security and 1 signals complete success for the adversary). For standard model hash functions, we will write Adv xxx H (t) for the maximum advantage that can be attained over all adversaries using at most t resources. When describing attacks on real-world hash functions, it is customary to scale the time relative to the time it takes to evaluate the hash function (or rather the compression function in the typical case of an iterated hash). We will write t q to make this explicit (so t q = qt 1 , where t 1 corresponds to the time to evaluate the compression/hash function once). We will say that a hash function is (t, ) xxx-secure if Adv xxx H (t) ≤ . For the ideal cipher model we switch to Adv xxx H (q) for the maximum advantage that can be attained over all adversaries using at mostueries (and talk of (q, ) xxx-secure).
For instance, a collision-finding adversary is an algorithm whose goal it is to find collisions in some specified compression or hash function. Definition 1. Let H : K × X → Y be a hash function. The collision-finding advantage of adversary A is defined to be
Rényi 2 -entropy, collision probability and balance measure. Let X be a random variable defined over a finite set X with distribution p. Then the collision probability P 2 (X), the Rényi 2 -entropy H 2 (X), and the balance µ(X) of X are defined as
From these definitions it is easy to verify that H 2 (X) = − lg P 2 (X) and µ(X) = H 2 (X)/ lg |X |. (Bellare and Kohno [3] introduced the balance µ, apparently not aware of the link with collision probability and Rényi 2 -entropy; we thank Krzysztof Pietrzak and Stefano Tessaro for pointing out this link [7] .) We will abuse notation and write P 2 (p) as shorthand for P 2 (X) where X is a random variable with distribution p.
Defining Preimage Resistance
A preimage-finding adversary is an algorithm whose goal it is to find preimages for some specified hash or compression function. There exist several definitions depending on the distribution of the element for which a preimage needs to be found. Rogaway and Shrimpton [18] define three basic notions: standard, everywhere, and always preimage resistance.
Existing security notions. Everywhere preimage resistance (epre) formally states that any point in the range is hard to invert: it is meant to capture the idea that preimage resistance holds with respect to any message distribution. We relabel the standard preimage notion as domain-oriented preimage resistance (dpre). To have a meaningful definition in case of an infinite domain, Rogaway and Shrimpton measure the preimage advantage relative to an additional parameter, denoting the length of the input used to generate the challenge digest. Moreover, all inputs of the same length are equally likely, i.e. the input to be hashed is chosen from a uniform distribution. However, as already noted, the input to the hash function does not always originate from a uniform distribution. For this reason, we extend the notion for any arbitrary finitely-supported distribution p over the domain. More precisely, our domain-oriented preimage resistance is defined with respect to a distribution over the range induced by the (uniformly random) key selection and a given fixed distribution p over the domain space.
The third notion, always preimage resistance (apre), requires a hash function to be preimage resistant for any fixed key. Here originally the challenge digest is chosen by hashing a uniformly chosen input of prescribed bitlength. Similarly to the dpre notion, we will allow an arbitrary distribution p over the domain instead.
Together with these three notions, we recall another popular notion of preimage resistance [4] , namely relative to a target digest chosen uniformly at random. Again, we allow any distribution q over the range instead, as long as it is independent of the key. We will refer to this notion as range-oriented preimage resistance (rpre).
Apart from the differences in our definitions outlined above, we introduce another change compared to those given by Rogaway and Shrimpton. For all notions, we input both the key and the target digest to the adversary. This change is purely syntactical and, for everywhere preimage resistance feeding the adversary a target digest is strictly superfluous. However, our approach has the important advantage that it unifies the adversarial interfaces for the various preimage notions: for a single adversary, we can consider its advantage with respect to any of the notions mentioned. This simplifies proving relations and separations between notions.
Note that for the apre and dpre notions the purported preimage X returned by the adversary need not be part of p's support. All notions bar apre can also be meaningfully defined in the ideal cipher model (the reason that apre does not make sense is that it would essentially require security for all possible instantiations of the blockcipher, so no security can be derived from the cipher being ideal). For always and everywhere preimage resistance alternative (equivalent) definitions are known based on a two-stage adversary.
Definition 2. Let H : K×X → Y be a hash function. Let q be a distribution over Y and p a distribution over X . The everywhere, domain-oriented, always and range-oriented preimage finding advantage of adversary A are defined to be
Security notions for non-surjective hashes. For the dpre and apre notions the adversary is guaranteed a challenge for which the digest is in the hash's range for the given key. For the epre and rpre notion this is not necessarily true. The effective range of the hash function can depend strongly on the key. If we define H k = {y ∈ Y : ∃x, s.t. H k (x) = y}, then, given a specific digest y in the codomain, it is possible that after choosing a key k it turns out that y ∈ H k (in other words there exists no input x such that H k (x) = y, or y is an 'invalid' range point). Invalid range points do not have preimages and consequently keep an adversary's advantage unnaturally low. To counter this undesired artefact in the definition, we will credit an adversary for successfully determining y ∈ H k . This is what is captured by the epre and rpre (plus later spre ) notions, where ⊥ is the symbol output by the adversary to signify y ∈ H k . We note that this does potentially introduce another artefact, namely an adversary always outputting ⊥ being deemed successful for a hash function with extremely sparse range. In particular, for expanding functions this definition of epre and rpre is not meaning-ful. However, for compressing functions the notions are meaningful, and stronger than a possible notion eliminating this second artefact (cf. the upcoming spre definition).
Note that adversaries against the ordinary notions and the boosted notions can still be considered to have identical interfaces; for hash functions that are surjective for all keys the ordinary notion and the corresponding boosted notion collapse.
Somewhere preimage resistance: a notion of insecurity. We also give the natural but novel definition of somewhere preimage security (spre). It is the opposite of the epre notion and it captures the intuition that there is some point in the range that is hard to invert.
This definition is typically too weak to use for any application, but it often best captures the successful adversary's capabilities in the sense that it gives a lower bound on the preimage advantage of an adversary. Its main use is therefore as measure of insecurity. As mentioned above, for sparse hash functions an adversary always outputting ⊥ will be deemed successful for the spre notion. Because we want to use this notion for insecurity, we will weaken the notion by only considering eligible adversaries: an adversary is eligible iff it never incorrectly outputs ⊥. (Of course spre is an even weaker notion, but certain indisputably insecure hash functions manage to be spre-secure making the notion less suitable.) Definition 4. Let H : K × X → Y be a hash function. The somewhere and boosted somewhere preimage finding advantage of adversary A are defined to be
where for spre only adversaries A are considered for which
Examples. For integer n, let E ∈ Block(n, n) and consider the compression function
Its MD-iterate is one of the eight type-II blockcipher-based hash functions as introduced by Black et al. [4] and it is known that the MD-iterated hash function built from it is everywhere preimage resistant up to roughly 2 n/2 queries. At the same time, regardless of initial value and target digest, an attacker can find a preimage with roughly 2 n/2 queries using a meet-in-the-middle attack. Somewhere preimage resistance is the right notion to formally express the success probability of such an adversary. Moreover, since the gap between everywhere and somewhere preimage resistance is small in this case, there is little left to prove: it is fair to say the compression function is preimage resistant up to 2 n/2 queries. On the other hand, consider the compression function
, where F is a public random function from n-bits to n-bits (an adversary only has oracle access to F and not to any inverse). This compression function is not everywhere preimage resistant. Regardless of the choice of F , it is easy to find a preimage of the all zero-string 0 n : any pair (M, V ) with M = V will do. However, for all other possible images, finding preimages is hard (taking roughly 2 n/2 queries). Consequently, there is a big gap between everywhere and somewhere preimage resistance and for many applications the compression function might still be fine.
Implications between Preimage Notions
To exhibit the implication and separation results we adhere to the framework set by Rogaway and Shrimpton [18] . Some of our security notions are distribution dependent. In this case the implication holds for all distributions (see also Theorem 8) . Note that logically ∀p (p-xxx ⇒ yyy) is equivalent to (∃p p-xxx) ⇒ yyy whereas ∀p (xxx ⇒ p-yyy) is equivalent to xxx ⇒ (∀p p-yyy). Finally, if xxx ⇒ yyy and yyy ⇒ zzz, then also xxx ⇒ zzz.
Using matrices to express advantages. In Lemma 7 we reframe the various advantages of A in terms of two matrices (proof in the full version).
Definition 6. Let A be an adversary against preimage resistance, then the associated success probability matrix A ∈ [0, 1]
|K|×|Y| is given by (defined entry-wise where k ∈ K, y ∈ Y):
A k,y = Pr
where the probability is taken over the random coins of A. For the boosted notions:
For hash function H : K × X → Y and distribution p over X we define the associated challenge probability matrix B ∈ [0, 1] |Y|×|K| by
(Since keys are distributed uniformly, y B y,k = 1/|K| for all k ∈ K.) Lemma 7. Let H be a hash function, q a distribution over Y, p a distribution over X with associated matrix B, Tr(A · B) = k∈K (A · B) k,k the trace of the square matrix (A · B) k,k , and A a preimage-finding adversary with associated matrix A, then For epre , rpre , and spre replace A with A .
The implications. Below we list all the implications (proof in the full version). Most are straightforward given the matrix representation developed above. The final implication (apre ⇒ dpre) was already claimed by Rogaway and Shrimpton (for simplified distributions). We would like to point out a small caveat that seemed to have gone largely unnoticed so far. Against always preimage resistance there is a well-known attack [2, 11] running in time |Y| 2/3 , whereas for ordinary preimage resistance the 'desired' level of resistance is roughly |Y|. In other words, optimal always preimage resistance does not imply optimal preimage resistance. (Cf. optimal collision resistance not implying optimal preimage resistance, even for sufficiently compressing hash functions.) Theorem 8. The following universal implications, as depicted in Figure 1 , hold:
1. epre ⇒ epre, ∀q (rpre -q ⇒ rpre-q) and spre ⇒ spre. 2. epre ⇒ (∀q rpre-q) and (∃q rpre-q) ⇒ spre. 3. epre ⇒ (∀q rpre -q) and (∃q rpre -q) ⇒ spre . 4. ∀p (p-apre ⇒ p-dpre).
We note that in fact (∀q rpre-q) ⇒ epre also holds, making the first parts of 8.2 and 8.3 above equivalences.
Separations
As in the work of [18] a separation here denotes a nonimplication. Separations come in two flavours: unconditional and conventional.
For an unconditional separation xxx yyy, there exists, without precondition, an xxx-secure function that is not yyy-secure. For instance the identity function is collision resistant without the need for further assumptions. Our main, novel observation here is that unconditionally epre-secure hash functions exist, leading to a host of separations (condensed in Theorem 11). In particular, we show that Rogaway and Shrimpton's (unproven) claim that epre → dpre is false.
For a conventional separation xxx → yyy, the starting point is a hash function H that already is xxx-secure. From this one builds a new hash function H (with the same K, X , Y as H) that is still xxx-secure, but demonstrably yyy-insecure. Theorem 12 contains, in addition to separations involving our new notions, also a new (tighter) separation for u-apre → epre. The counterexample used by Rogaway and Shrimpton [18, Theorem 5 (12) ] is in fact erroneous; items (1), (17), (19) , (21), (24), (25), and (26) of [18, Theorem 5] can be fixed similarly.
Below we give the formal definitions. Some of the separations follow from known separation and implication results, aided by Lemma 10. We will rely aggressively on this lemma to reduce our workload (interpreting the fourth item as a nonimplication as well). In some cases these 'indirect' separations result in a loss of tightness and a direct, tighter separation might be possible. The separations. To simplify the presentation, we will only consider hash functions that work on bitstrings, so K = {0, 1} κ , X = {0, 1} m , and Y = {0, 1} n . We write 0 for the all-zero bitstring (where the length follows from the context), andx can mean either padding with zeroes or chopping bits off, both to the correct, contextual length. (With some extra work, most of our bit-oriented counterexamples can be generalized to arbitrary K, X , Y.)
To warm up, consider the separation dpre → apre to 1/|K| from Rogaway and Shrimpton [18, Theorem 15 (2) ]. We interpret the separation as ∀p : (p-dpre → p-apre to 1/|K|), which can be shown by the original counterexample H K (X) = H K (X) unless K = 0, in which case H 0 (X) = 0.
Theorem 11. Unconditional separations from epre.
∀p : epre
p-dpre to 2 − min(κ,n) . 2. epre spre to 2 − min(κ,n) .
Proof. Let H be defined as H K (X) =K for all K ∈ K and X ∈ X . Consider an epre adversary A. The difficulty in finding preimages for A is that it can only successfully invert on valid range points Y . Here the validity depends strongly on the key K: for any fixed Y , the number of keys for which it is in the range is at most max(1, 2 n−κ ), so the probability (over a uniform choice of the key) that Y is in the range, is at most 2 − min(κ,n) . Thus A succeeds in inverting a chosen target hash point Y with probability at most 2 − min(κ,n) and our claim for (∞, 2 − min(κ,n) ) epre-security of H follows.
1. On the other hand, H is a p-dpre insecure hash function. A p-dpre adversary A receives a challenge hash value Y and a key K
Here Y =K as per definition of our counterexample hash function. Thus, A outputs any arbitrarily chosen message X ∈ X which is a valid preimage for Y =K under H. 2. We define spre -adversary A that, upon receiving challenge digest Y and key K outputs any arbitrarily chosen message X ∈ X iff Y =K and ⊥ otherwise. This adversary never incorrectly calls ⊥, it has spre -advantage 1.
Theorem 12. Conventional separations involving epre and epre .
The proofs of Theorems 12-1 and 12-2 can be found in the full version. Theorem 12-3 follows from [18, Theorem 5 (7)]'s counterexample (for epre → u-apre). Here, we build an epre secure (instead of an epre secure as in the original work) yet p-apre insecure hash function out of an epre secure function and derive the same bounds.
A relative separation related to epre → u-dpre. Ideally, we would like to show that our new notion of boosted everywhere preimage resistance is strong enough to imply domain-oriented preimage resistance. We show that this is unlikely by giving a conventional separation that does not exactly fit Definition 9. That is, in the full version we show that if an epre secure hash function exists then any (universal) implication between epre and u-dpre for hash functions with the same key space and range, but increasingly large domain will get increasingly worse (to the point of quickly becoming meaningless).
Salvaging Everywhere Preimage Resistance for Practical Applications
In the previous sections we have seen that everywhere preimage resistance does not imply domain-oriented preimage resistance of any sort. In this section we will salvage everywhere preimage resistance, by showing that under certain natural conditions, it does imply domain-oriented preimage resistance. This has the important consequence that it (again) suffices to show that the hash function is everywhere preimage resistant (plus of course the conditions need to be satisfied). Consider a hash function and a distribution over its domain, such that for all keys the same distribution over the range is induced. In other words, there is a unique distribution over the range that we can consider, and consequently our previous implication (from everywhere preimage resistance to range-oriented preimage resistance) applies. The problem is how to show that for all distributions over the domain the induced distribution over the range is (approximately) key-independent.
Our approach is simple: we argue that for a collision resistant hash function and a distribution over the domain of sufficient Rényi 2 -entropy, the induced distribution is roughly uniform. It is well-known that, for any hash function, collisions can be found using a generic birthday attack. When the hash function is not regular the generic attack is potentially faster than the birthday bound might indicate. This has been studied in detail by Bellare and Kohno [3] ; the theorem below is a rephrasing of [3, Theorem 9.2] with the added twist that the adversary need not sample from the domain uniformly.
Theorem 13. Let H : K × X → Y be a hash function, let p be a distribution over X and let B be the corresponding challenge probability matrix. Consider the (generic black-box) adversary A q [p] that independently samples q domain points according to distribution p, evaluates the hash function (on those q sampled domain points), and outputs a collision if one is found. Then, for all real
where the lower bounds hold for all
Theorem 13 gives a lower bound on the success probability of a specific generic adversary against collision resistance in terms of the biasB (related to the regularity of the hash function, defined below) and the number of queries asked by the adversary. As we show below (Lemma 17), with some effort we can also turn this around: given a general upper bound on the collision resistance advantage we can upper bound the bias. We need some further technical Lemmas (15 and 16) to take care of small deviations from the uniform distribution and to formally relate the dpre-advantage to the epre one. Combination of the various lemmas leads to Theorem 14, the main result of our paper.
Interpretation. Given the bound from Theorem 14 (below), it is perhaps not immediately clear what the consequences are, so we will illustrate with a concrete example. Further examples (related to hash function constructions) can be found in the next section.
Consider the blockcipher-based Davies-Meyer construction H E (M, V ) = E M (V )⊕ V , mapping n+m bits to n bits when E ∈ Block(m, n). Black et al. [4] already showed that (in the ideal cipher model) this construction is u-dpre and rpre-u secure, but here we are interested in p-dpre security for arbitrary p. From the results by Black et al. it follows that
The minimization of Adv coll H (q)/ q 2 boils down to minimizing (2 n − q) −1 , so q = 2 is optimal and allowed as long as P 2 (p) ≤ 0.002835 − (2 n − 2) −1 . Suppose we are given a uniform distribution p over X = {0, 1} m , so P 2 (p) = 2 −m . Then the theorem tells us that Adv
where we have ignored some small terms. Thus, if m ≥ n it takes roughly 2 n−2 queries to obtain a reasonable advantage, which is close to optimal. The same result holds even if p is not uniform, as long as its Rényi 2 -entropy is (at least) m. Theorem 14. Let H : K × X → Y be a hash function and let p be a distribution over the domain X . Let Adv coll H (t q ) be an upper bound on the collision resistance of H over all adversaries spending time t q (equivalent to evaluating the hash function q times). Then for all preimage finding adversaries A it holds that
where the minimum is taken over all q > 1 for which
Proof. Recall the definitions of matrices A and B from Definition 6 (the success probability matrix associated to some adversary A, respectively the challenge probability matrix associated with p and H). From Lemma 7 we have that
which is what we would like to bound. Lemma 7 also provides a bound on the entries of A given Adv epre H (A). Lemma15 turns this bound into one on Adv p-dpre H (A) given epreadvantage and matrix B. This new bound takes the form max S∈K×Y,|S|=w (k,y)∈S B y,k , that is the maximum sum that can be obtained by summing (at most) w distinct entries of B (where w depends on the epre-advantage).
In Lemma16 we show how we can bound this maximized sum if we know the biasB of the matrix B. This bias is a combinatorial property (normalized sum of squares) that follows from the hash function H and the input distribution dpre. In general it might be hard to pin down, but in Lemma17 we show how to bound the bias based on the collision resistance of the hash function (this step also introduces the Rényi 2 -entropy or collision probability P 2 (p) into the bound).
Combining the three lemmas is straightforward and gives the theorem statement.
Lemma 15. Let hash function H : K × X → Y be given. Let A be a preimage-finding adversary, let p be a distribution over X and let B ∈ [0, 1] |Y|×|K| be the induced challenge probability matrix. Then Let us fix a particular y, which fixes a row B y,k and a column A k,y . Lemma 7 implies
Given a row B y,· ∈ (R ≥0 ) |K| and integer value 1 ≤ B ≤ |K|, we ask ourselves the question how to maximize k∈K A k,y · B y,k subject to the constraints that A k,y ∈ [0, 1] and k∈K A k,y ≤ B. This is done by using maximum (= 1) weights to the maximal elements of B, in other words A k,y = 1 for B values (and zero elsewhere for that column). Moreover, it is then also clear that for this particular y, the contribution to the trace will be the sum of the B largest values in the row B y,· .
Equation 1 Proof. For this proof, we simply ignore the premise that ∀ k∈K y∈Y B y,k = 1/|K|. Then we achieve a maximum for max S∈K×Y,|S|=w (k,y)∈S B y,k if B y,k = 0 for all but w entries. For these w nonzero entries their squares sum up toB/|K|. A maximum sum (over the entries themselves) is obtained by a uniform distribution, 3 that is B y,k = Lemma 17. Let hash function H : K × X → Y and distribution p over X with corresponding challenge probability matrix B be given. Definẽ
where the minimum is taken over all q > 1 subject to
Proof. Let us first recall the relevant parts of Theorem 13, but rewritten to isolateB (this rewrite assumes q > 1). For adversary A q [p] (that independently samples q domain points according to distribution p) with advantage Adv
In the ideal cipher model, we know that 
or, equivalently, 
Preimage Resistance of Hash Function Constructions
In this section we investigate the preimage resistance of iterated hash functions and hash chains and see how our results fit in. For this we consider a general iteration principle and a version of preimage resistance where an adversary is already deemed successful if it can output a correct intermediate chaining variable (e.g. hash chains). Our restriction to a split in two only is just an abstraction: it does not limit generality and the statement encompasses many existing hash function modes of operation (as explained later).
Definition 18. Let G H1,H2 : K × X → Y be an iterated hash function with underlying compression functions
. Let p be a distribution over X . The intermediate preimage finding advantage of adversary A is defined to be
Note that our definition also allows to consider independently keyed hash functions H 1 : K 1 × X 1 → Y 1 and H 2 : K 2 × Y 1 × X 2 → Y by setting K = K 1 × K 2 and defining H 1 and H 2 with keyspace K (where H 1 implements H 1 by ignoring its K 2 -part of the key; similar for H 2 ). A similar trick does not work for the domain for several reasons: firstly, we want to consider arbitrary distributions over X (and these might not all be induced by a 'product' of two distributions); and secondly, ignoring part of the input clearly affects collision resistance (adding and ignoring bits to the key preserves collision resistance, whereas adding and ignoring input bits trivially creates collisions).
In the theorem below we will relate the security of the overall construction G to that of the underlying compression functions H 1 and H 2 . Some of it is basic fare, for instance the preservation of collision resistance. Similarly, everywhere preimage security is cleanly preserved for a number of Merkle-Damgård based iterations [1] . However, here we show something stronger, namely that it is in fact dominant. In the context of iterated hash functions, we define dominance for a security property, whenever possession of that property by the (very) last compression function H 2 implies inheritance by the full, iterated hash function. That is to say, the preservation is valid irrespectively of the cryptographic strength of the compression function H 1 (or any of the components that make up H 1 when H 1 itself for instance has an iterated structure). It turns out that all the unboosted range-oriented preimage resistance notions are dominant. (For the boosted notions, dominance is undercut by the possibility that the effective range for the iterated hash function is much sparser than that of the final compression function.) Proof (sketch). Items 1 and 2 are standard; for 4, we refer to the full version for details. For 3, given a preimage-finding adversary A against G H1,H2 , we build a preimagefinding adversary A against H 2 . Let (K, Y ) be the challenge of A . It then runs A on input (K, Y ). Suppose A returns a preimage message (X 1 , X 2 ), then A returns as preimage (H 1 (K, X 1 ), X 2 ). If (X 1 , X 2 ) was a valid preimage of Y under G (so G H1,H2 (K, (X 1 , X 2 )) = Y ), then it follows that (H 1 (K, X 1 ), X 2 ) is a valid preimage of Y under H 2 , since H 2 (K, H 1 (K, X 1 ), X 2 ) = G H1,H2 (K, (X 1 , X 2 )) = Y.
Application to iterated hashes. The generalized Merkle-Damgård transform [8, 14, 16 ] is a special case of the split in two. The main design rationale behind the MerkleDamgård construction is the preservation of collision security (coll). More concretely, given a coll-secure compression function, a suffix-free padding function pad and an injective output transformation g (the identity function in the original work of [8, 14] ), it is proven that the iterated Merkle-Damgård hash function is also coll secure. Alternatively, if pad is just injective and the compression function is both coll and epre, the full hash is also known to be collision resistant. Below the description. Definition 20. Let G H : K × C × X → Y be a generalized iterative hash function with underlying compression functions H : K × C × M → C Let pad : X → M + be a fixed (injective) padding function and g : C → Y be a fixed output transformation. Then for a key K ∈ K, initial vector IV ∈ C and input X ∈ X , the digest Y = G H (K, IV, X) is computed as follows
